A quantitative correlation between single unit activity and fluorescence intensity of dopamine neurones in zona compacta of substantia nigra, as demonstrated under the influence of nicotine and physostigmine.
In order to investigate the possible relationship between neuronal activity and cellular fluorescence intensity, extracellular recordings of single unit activity and determinations of fluorescence intensity of dopamine (DA) neurones by histochemical microfluorimetry were performed in the same (rostral) part of zona compacta of substantia nigra in male rats. In urethane anaesthesia, zona compacta neurones characteristically showed a slow and fairly regular type of firing. Nicotine (1 mg/kg s.c.) induced a transient decrease in unit activity for 1 min followed by a sustained increase in firing rate. During that stage, 4-5 neurones/rat were recorded at different anteroposterior levels, each during 200 sec. Microfluorimetric examination of the fluorescence intensity developed at the end of the 30-min observation period by the DA neurones of the same area revealed a marked rise in cellular fluorescence intensity. Similar results were obtained with a lower dose of nicotine and/or a shorter observation period. Additional microiontophoretic experiments supported the view that extracellular recordings of the correlative electrophysiological-microfluorimetric investigation belonged to DA neurones. Release of DA from terminals was indicated by an increase in HVA concentration of caudate-putamen in rats subjected to the same nicotine treatment. When tested on one cell during a prolonged period of time, physostigmine (0.25 mg/kg i.p.) caused an initial increase in firing rate of zona compacta neurones (5-10 min) followed by a decrease of unit activity (15-23 min). In agreement with previous observations in mice, fluorescence intensity of nigral DA neurones likewise showed a biphasic change with an initial rise and subsequent decrease (examined at 9.5 and 22-23.5 min, respectively). When mean unit activity and mean fluorescence intensity of individual rats out of various experimental groups were related to each other, a highly significant positive correlation between neuronal fluorescence intensity and firing rate was found. The results obtained with physostigmine demonstrate that mean intensity closely paralleled mean unit activity in time, so that this correlation was maintained. These findings indicate that cellular fluorescence intensity of DA neurone groups can be used as an index of the level of neuronal activity, except for cases where a drug treatment interferes directly with catecholamine synthesis or storage mechanisms.